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A Question to neurobiology and quantum physics

If implicit ontological reflection constitutes the essence of self-
consciousness and of consciousness in general (including animal
consciousness), the reciprocal phrase (Kehrsatz) is right also: Any entity
which contains (or is constituted by) real self-reflection, is self-
conscious.

Or, with regard to animal consciousness: Any entity which contains an
ontological reflection, which comes near to self-reflection, is conscious.
That means: if real self-reflection resp. almost-self-reflection was
physically realized, this entity would be self-conscious or at least
conscious without self-consciousness which is the status of animal
consciousness







Levels of interpersonal reflection
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The reflection-levels between self-conscious individuals and 

the not individualized Medium of Sense or of Information

The dualism seems to be an older Aristotelian and medieval heritage, which is in
tension with the Platonic and also with the theological “Logos”.) Logos or Geist
or Spirit or Medium as universal, trans-individual entity has been wantonly
neglected in Western philosophy and culture – in spite of Plato and the Neo-
Platonic Logos, which is also that of the Gospel of Saint John.

Self-consciousness is essentially a matter of individuality: It is evidently the very
self-reference of reflection itself which is individualizing, that means, forming an
organic or even self-conscious entity.

Pre-personal things, such as a stone or anything, which is not an individual
organism, even a highly developed apparatus, cannot have consciousness. But it
can very well be a carrier, a bearer of information, it can correspond to the
medial Information Field. This is a huge difference which we must carefully take
into account in our way of speaking!



From the always helpful schema of the sense-elements, the otherness of the two 
dichotomies becomes very well clear. The contrast of material (Matter) and 
ideational/medial (Spirit) is a polar one in both directions.



“dialectical” understanding of Being

Being as the dynamical performance of the
interrelation of contrasting elements, of those
sense-elements, as an interplay of differences!

In this dialectical conception, there is no negativity
or even a “Nothing” in opposition to Being



Summary

The most important points we dealt with are

1. the essentially reflexive nature of consciousness, together with the
mostly neglected distinction of implicit and subsequent and explicit
reflection (the arrows in figure 9 can be interpreted in both ways),

2. the distinction of individual consciousness (soul, called mind under
the rational aspect) from medial entity of information (Sense
Medium or Logos or Information field). Without these basic
distinctions an interdisciplinary or even transdisciplinary science of
consciousness seems not possible and fruitful, to my mind.


